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Profile of Two Rarities:
$2 Legal Tender Series of 1928C Mule
& Series 1928D BA Block Non-Mule

ABSTRACT

T HE $2 LEGAL TENDER SERIES OF 1928C MULE IS
among the rarest of all mule types. This variety is characterized by a
micro size plate number on the face and a macro number on the
back.

The last Series of 1928C face plate was retired on February 12, 1940.
Consequently the only macro backs that could have produced mules had to be
made before then. There were only two such back printings. The first took
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THE PAPER COLUMN
by Peter Huntoon

$2 LT Series of 1928D BA block non-
mule. Face plate B185, back plate
290.

place between August 22 and September 7, 1939. The second began four and a
half months later on January 22, 1940, when macro backs went into regular pro-
duction.

All the known $2 Series of 1928C mules were produced from August 22-
September 7, 1939, press runs. It appears that all the macro backs printed
between January 22 and February 12, 1940, were mated with 1928D faces later
in 1940.

The production of the rare $2 Series of 1928D BA block non-mules is
inseparable from the Series of 1928C mules. All the macro backs on the 1928D
BA non-mules were from the same August 22-September 7, 1939, press runs as
the 1928C mule macro backs. Some of those backs were mated with Series of
1928D faces at the same time the 1928C mules were being printed. Next, all
were serial numbered together during the transition from the BA to CA serial
numbering blocks. The result was that some 1928D BA non-mules were print-
ed, yielding the scarcest non-star serial number block in the 1928 $2 series.

INTRODUCTION
The $2 Legal Tender Series of 1928C mule has proven to be among the
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very rarest of all mule types. The $2 Series of 1928D BA block non-mule is the
rarest of the non-replacement serial number blocks in the $2 Legal Tender
series. The stories of the production of both are inseparable.

$2 macro back plate usage began temporarily on August 22, 1939, which
made production of both varieties possible. The last Series of 1928C face plates,
which were micro plates, were phased out on February 12, 1940. The 1928C
mules were the result. Use of 1928D face plates had begun March 13, 1939, so

$2 LT Series of 1928C mule. This was
Leon Goodman's note and ranks as one
of the rarest mule types. Micro face
plate L168, macro back plate 292.

the arrival of macro backs on August 22, allowed for production of 1.928D non-
mules as well. Their production coincided with the last printings from the BA
serial numbering block near the end of 1939, so 1928D BA non-mules were the
result.

The information presented here revises and makes obsolete the informa-
tion on these same varieties in Huntoon (1992 and 1997).

ORIGIN OF MULES
The origin of mules -- notes with macro plate numbers on one side and

micro numbers on the other -- dates to January 6, 1938, when the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing began printing $1 Series of 1935A Silver Certificates.
The new $1 SC Series of 1935A face plates utilized macro plate numbers which
were considerably larger than the numbers engraved on previous plates. All the
$1 back printings at this time were micros so mules were the result.

Soon other macro plates came on line, both faces and backs, representing
all series and denominations. However, a huge inventory of the old micro face
and back plates was still serviceable. Consequently, a period ensued when a mix
of micro and macro face plates, and micro and macro back plates were used on
the presses. The result was a wonderful potpourri of mule varieties.

To fully understand mule production, it is important to know that the flat
bed presses then in use normally carried four 12-subject plates. However, fewer
plates could be on the presses, even just one. The plates actually circulated
around the bed of the press and produced a stream of sheets in which the plate
numbers cycled through the plates present.

The backs were printed first, then the faces, and finally the serial numbers
and seals. In the case of 1939 vintage $2 Legal Tender Notes, the completed
backs sat around for periods ranging from a few days to several months before
the face printings were applied.

Both micro and macro plates were commonly mixed on a given press.
This was occurring on both the back and face presses during the height of the
mule era so as many as four varieties were being printed at once. For example
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Table 1. 	 Last use of micro and first use of macro $2 plates.

Last $2 Micro Plates:
Last

Type of Last Plate
Plate Plate Date Begun Date Finished Used Date Last Used
back 288 Feb 26, 1937 Mar 17, 1937 275 Aug 12, 1942
28C face 181 Aug 31, 1937 Sep 10, 1937 180 Feb 12, 1940

First $2 Macro Plates:
First

Type of First Plate
Plate Plate Date Begun Date Finished Used Date First Used
back 289 Jan 26, 1938 Feb 7, 1938 289 Aug 22, 1939
28D face 182 Nov 24, 1937 Feb 23, 1938 182 Mar 13, 1939

$2 LT Series of 1928C non-mules and mules, and Series of 1928D non-mules
and mules, were produced simultaneously.

$2 MULES
The mule era for the $2 LTs began on March 13, 1939, over a year after

the first $1 SC mules. The first two $2 Series of 1928D face plates, numbers
182 and 183, were sent to press on that day. These were macros and were
mated with micro backs. The first macro $2 backs, plates 289 through 294,
went to press on August 22, 1939, followed by 295 and 296 on August 23. See
Tables 1 and 2.

Notice here, as in other series, that the new $2 1928D macro faces were
identical in every respect to the 1928C series that they supplanted except for the
size of the plate numbers. Both the $2 Series of 1928C and D notes bear the
Julian-Morganthau signature combination.

The delay in the use of the macro $2 faces and backs reflected the low
demand for $2s. Only 18,720,000 $2s were completed in 1939, serials
B82172001A through C00892000A. Notice from Table 1 that the first $2
macro face and back plates were made over a year before they were used.

As shown on Table 3, $2 1928C face plates continued to be used until
February 12, 1940. The micro backs lasted much longer, until August 12, 1942.

Figure 1 graphically illustrates the overlapping productions from the vari-
ous types of $2 face and back plates. Notice that the printing of Series of
1928D mules began before and ended after the short run of 1928C mules.

$2 LT SERIES OF 1928C MULES
The $2 Series of 1928C mules have micro faces and macro backs. They

could have been produced only from macro back printings from two short
intervals: the first was 13 working days in August and September of 1939, and
the second lasted 16 days in January and February, 1940. Surviving specimens
reveal that only the August-September printings resulted in mules.

The macro backs on the known $2 1928C mules were printed along with
micros between August 22 and September 7, 1939. The faces were printed on
them beginning at least as early as September 8, and continuing through
December 15. Serial numbering on them was begun before year end and con-
tinued into 1940. Numbering of the last of 1928C mules probably was complet-
ed before the end of January, 1940.

Production of 1928C mules from the group of macro backs printed
between January 22 and February 12, 1940, was precluded by the time lag
between back and face printings. The faces were not added to those back print-
ings until after February 12. However, the last of the 1928C faces was retired by
then so no mules were possible.

The important early group of macro backs owes its origin to a sudden
temporary surge in $2 back production between August llth and September 7th
when about five million backs were ordered. Maximum production was reached
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Table 2. Press runs for $2 macro back
plates on or before February 12, 1940.

Plate 	 Inclusive Dates of Press Runs

289	 Aug 22, 1939 - Sep 7, 1939
Jan 22, 1940 - Mar 7, 1940

290	 Aug 22, 1939 - Sep 7, 1939
Jan 22, 1940 - Mar 7, 1940

291	 Aug 22, 1939 - Sep 7, 1939
Jan 23, 1940 - Mar 7, 1940

292	 Aug 22, 1939 - Sep 7, 1939
Feb 8, 1940 - Feb 23, 1940

293	 Aug 22, 1939 - Sep 7, 1939
Feb 8, 1940 - Feb 23, 1940

294	 Aug 22, 1939 - Sep 6, 1939
Feb 8, 1940 - Feb 23, 1940

295	 Aug 23, 1939 - Sep 7, 1939
Feb 8, 1940 - Feb 23, 1940

296	 Aug 23, 1939 - Sep 7, 1939

Mules are known only from the August
22-September 7, 1939, printings. All
of these plates continued in use after
the last dates shown.



Table 4. Production ratios for the $2
backs and faces in use during the peri-
od when Series of 1928C mules were
printed.

Number of
Plates

Aug 11, 1939 - Sep 7, 1939:

Percent
of Time
Used

micro backs 27 80%
macro backs 8 20%
total 35

Sep 11, 1939 - Dec 15, 1939:

1928C faces 6 43%
1928D faces 9 57%
total 15

Percentages calculated as: total num-
ber of days when a given type of plate
was on the presses divided by the
total number of days when all plates
were on the presses during the period.
These percentages were used to calcu-
late the production totals on Table 5.

Table 3. Press runs for the last of the $2
Series of 1928C face plates in use between
August 22, 1939 and February 12, 1940.

Plate 	 Inclusive Dates of Press Runs

168 	 Aug 22, 1939 - Sep 8, 1939
Oct 11, 1939 - Oct 17, 1939

173 	 Aug 22, 1939 - Sep 8, 1939
Oct 11, 1939 - Nov 15, 1939
Dec 27, 1939 - Jan 10, 1940
Jan 22, 1940 - Jan 29, 1940

175 	 Aug 22, 1939 - Aug 29, 1939

176 	 Aug 22, 1939 - Sep 8, 1939
Oct 13, 1939 - Dec 13, 1939
Dec 27, 1939 - Jan 10, 1940
Jan 22, 1940 - Feb 12, 1940 last

178 	 Aug 22, 1939 - Dec 15, 1939
Dec 27, 1939 - Jan 4, 1940

179 	 Aug 22, 1939 - Dec 15, 1939
Dec 27, 1939 - Jan 10, 1940
Jan 22, 1940 - Feb 7, 1940

180 	 Aug 23, 1939 - Sep 7, 1939
Oct 31, 1939 - Dec 13, 1939
Dec 27, 1939 - Jan 10, 1940
Jan 22, 1940 - Feb 12, 1940 last

All of these plates were in use before the
dates shown; however, macro back plates
were not used until August 22, 1939, so no
$2 Series of 1928C mules could have been
produced from them before then.
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on August 22 when eight new macro back plates were added to the presses to
augment production from 26 micros. This heavy production schedule was sus-

tained between August 22 and September 7, 1939.
A total of 27 different micro back plates were used between August 11

and September 7, one being phased out before the eight macros were added
on August 22. Production from the eight macros accounted for about 20
percent of the backs printed during this period (Table 4). The backs moved
forward to face production on or slightly before September 8, and were fin-
ished by December 15. At the time, about 43 percent of face production
involved micro Series of 1928C plates, so many of the macro backs found
themselves muled with 1928C faces. 1928C mules were the result. As
shown on Table 5, approximately 430,000 emerged, 3/5ths of them in the
BA block, and 2/5ths in the CA block.

The second group of macro backs with potential for creating 1928C
mules began to be printed on January 22, 1940. This date marked the
beginning of regular usage of $2 macro backs. Seven macro back plates
were pressed into service along with 25 micros. In order to create 1928C
mules, these backs would have had to have been rushed to face printings
before the last of the 1928C faces wore out on February 12.

The last four 1928C faces, micro plates 173, 176, 179 and 180, were
still in service on January 22. They were wearing out and they soon had to
be retired. The first to go was 173 on January 29th, and next was 179 on
February 7. Faces 176 and 180 gave out on Monday, February 12th. Thus
the curtain was drawn on the Series of 1928C.

Serials and plate numbers on surviving Series of 1928C mules reveal
that none of the January 22-February 12, 1940, macro backs were mated
with 1928C faces. It is fairly certain that all production from these macro
backs was routed to 1928D faces after February 12. The macro backs in the
group ultimately came out as common CA block 1928D non-mules.

$2 1928C MULE SERIALS
The range of $2 1928C mule serials is presently constrained between

B97283825A and CO2144707A. The first $2 serial printed in 1940, was
C00892001A, so the B99999999A-000000001A pair was printed near the
end of 1939. It is entirely possible that B99999999A and C00000001A are
1928C mules, or B99999999A is a 1928D non-mule! The pair, more than

likely, is some type of changeover pair consisting of two of the following:
1928C non-mule, 1928C mule, 1928D mule, or 1928D non-mule. In fact, serial
B100000000A also may have been made up because the order to discontinue
that serial number was not given until February 18, 1941.

$2 1928C MULE RARITY
The rarity of the 1928C mules is revealed by the small number reported in

Table 6. Others certainly exist, some unrecognized in collections. Even so this
mule as a type, regardless of serial block, is surpassed in rarity only by the $5 LT
1928C 637 mule and $5 FRN Series of 1934A mule. The $2 1928C mule is cer-
tainly much scarcer than the popular $10 SC Series of 1934 Yellow Seal mule of
which more than 50 are known, a dozen of which are Uncirculated.

$2 LT SERIES OF 1928D BA NON-MULES
Table 6 reveals that $2 LT Series of 1928D BA-block non-mules are as

rare if not potentially a bit rarer than the $2 LT Series of 1928C mules. The
macro backs on them were from the same August 22-September 7, 1939, print-
ing as the 1928C mules (Figure 1). Consequently both share the same serial
range in the BA block. I estimate that 340,000 were printed.

$2 LT SERIES OF 1928D MULES
The $2 LT Series of 1928D mules have macro faces and micro backs, and

were printed in the three and a half year interval between March 13, 1939, and
August 12, 1942. About 44 million were made. Their large numbers reflect the
large inventory of micro backs in stock when the switch was made to macro
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Table 5. Estimated $2 production by
type from the August 11-September 7,
1939, back printings using the back
and face production ratios from Table
4.

Type	 Number Printed

1928C non-mule 	 1,720,000

1928C mule	 430,000

1928D mule 	 2,280,000
1928D non-mule 	 570,000a

5,000,000b
a. 340,000 of these were 1928D BA

non-mules.
b. 5,000,000 total is based on the ser-

ial number range of the known
1928C mules and 1928D BA block
non-mules.

Figure 1. Graph showing the overlap-
ping usage of serial numbering blocks,
various types of plates and back colors
during the $2 LT Series of 1928C and D
mule period.

Notice that $2 Series of 1928C mules
could have been printed during the
January 22-February 12, 1940 period;
however, it appears from reported spec-
imens that none were made then.
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plates in 1938. In fact, most of the $2 production during this long interval was
in the form of 1928D mules so they rank among the most common of all the
mule types. They can be found readily in the BA, CA and *A blocks.

YELLOW-GREEN AND BLUE-GREEN BACKS
As shown on Figure 1, the backs for all the $2 LT Series of 1928C mules

were printed using the beautiful, soft-appearing yellow-green inks that are found
on early small notes. The blue-green inks for backs did not come into use until
December 1940 or January 1941, long after the $2 Series of 1928C mules were
history.

Muled and non-muled $2 Series of 1928Ds come with both yellow-green
and blue-green backs. Yellow-green back Series of 1928D mules and non-mules
are found in both the BA and CA blocks. All of the BA non-mules have yellow-
green backs. The blue-green back mules and non-mules begin in the CA block
around serial C17452001A which was the first $2 serial printed in 1941. They
are by far the most common.

PLATE USAGE
Back plate usage during the critical period August 11-September 7, 1939,

when the 1928C mule and 1928D BA non-mule backs were printed, included:
micro 254, 257, 259-261, 263-280, 283-286; and macro 289-296. All the macros
except 295 and 296 have been observed on either a 1928C mule or 1928D BA
non-mule, or both.

Face plate usage during the critical period September 8-December 15,
1939, when the 1928C mule and 1928D BA non-mule faces were printed,
included: 1928C 168, 173, 176, 178-180; and 1928D 183-191, 201. So far all
the 1928C faces have been observed on mules except 173 and 179. Half the
1928D faces have been observed on 1928D BA non-mules, specifically 185, 187,
188, 190 and 201. If face production of the 1928C mules and 1928D BA non-
mules began before September 8, the following 1928D face plates must be
added to this list: 192-200. So far, no 1928D BA non-mules have been
observed from the 192-200 group.
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POTENTIAL DISCOVERIES
The most exciting find would be a $2 Series

of 1928C muled star note. None are presently
known. Probably none were printed; however,
there is nothing in the records that precludes the
possibility that some were made. Only time will
tell.

There is the remotest possibility that some
macro backs from the January 22-February 12,
1940, back printings found their way to the very
last of the 1928C faces. If any are discovered, their
serials will be in the CA block and will be apprecia-
bly higher than the CA serials in Table 6.

HISTORY OF DISCOVERY
Serious small note collectors began to recog-

nize the mule varieties in the early 1960s. The big
names then were Rev. Frank Hutchins, Leon
Goodman, John Schwartz and Chuck O'Donnell.
The race was on to find as many varieties as possi-
ble. Goodman detailed the histories of some of the
mule discoveries in a letter to me in the mid-1970s.
He gives Hutchins credit for recognizing most of
the mules, including the $2 LT Series of 1928D
mule.

Goodman proudly pointed out that he found
the first $2 LT Series of 1928C mule, as well as the
$5 SC 1934B and $5 FRN 1934A mules. He went
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on to relate that Hutchins did not collect blocks so it was only after Schwartz,
O'Donnell and he started collaborating on block data that they were able to
piece together the systematics of mule production.

Goodman claimed as late as 1976, correctly or incorrectly, that his was the
only $2 LT Series of 1928C mule known at the time. His luck was grand, his
specimen was in Almost Uncirculated condition. Goodman's note stayed with
him until he died in the late 1980s.

Allen Karn (Allen's Coin Shop in Westerville, Ohio) purchased
Goodman's estate of small notes in 1989, and for a time large numbers of scarce
varieties were available to astute buyers. Naturally the hawks tried to cherry
pick the great rarities. I knew, along with the most aggressive buyers, that the
$2 1928C mule had to be in the holdings. None of us had any idea of its grade.

The first small note dealers to view Karn's holdings, Dave Koble and
David Klein, reported with dismay that the $2 1928C mule was not present.
We all wondered where it had gone.

Nothing materialized, and no one was bragging, so the trail seemed at a
dead end. Then, with no fanfare whatever, the prize appeared buried in proper
sequence on Karn's huge July, 1990, price list at $950. A photo of that gem
graces these pages.
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Table 6. 	 Reported $2 Series of 1928C mules and Series
of 1928D BA block non-mules.

Face	 Back
Serial 	 Plate 	 Plate 	 Grade

$2 Series of 1928C mules:

B98473577A K176 293 Fine
B98598185A
B98770586A B178 293 XF-AU
B98894017A G178 290 Fine
B99334368A L168 292 AU
B99853926A F176 290 VG corner off
C00002358A F176 294 Good corners off
C00536618A B180 291 VG-F
C00831111A 1180 292 XF+
C01223342A B180 289 Fine
C01255480A J180 292 VF
CO2144707A G178 292 CU

$2 Series of 1928D BA block non-mules:

B97283825A E190 291 Good
B98122371A C201 291 XF+
B98150822A B185 290 VF
B98231554A ?201 292 F-VF
B98284286A H 185 289 Poor
B98303086A J190 292 XF
B98540347A G190 289 VF
B98591644A D187 291 VG
B98610936A F188 294 VF+
B98839720A D190 291 Fine
B98853834A F183 289 VG-Fine
B99049874A B187 293 Good-
B99215683A A187 291 VG-
B99319838A H188 292 Good
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